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Next Meetings

President’s Message
Dear All,

Thursday 15 October
Farewell to 2019 - 2020
A belated celebration of PP David’s year.

The fantastic range of hats on display last Thursday not only
lifted a lid on mental illness but lifted our spirits with a bit of fun in
these difficult times. Thanks to Chris D'Arcy for the suggestion
for members to make a small donation to participate, we raised
over $350 for Australian Rotary Health, and thanks all for joining
in!

Thursday 22 October
Speaker Bob Charley
Reminiscences of a Racing Legend
and Covid Survivor

I was really pleased to hear about the impact of our mental
health training support from Sharon and Melissa at the meeting
and I am delighted to advise that Megan has invited them to join
us at a VGC meeting once normality returns.

Thursday 29 October
Speaker Gavan McIntyre
ROMAC

We already have some good bidding on the Sue McArthur rugs
so please make sure you take a look and don't miss out! There
is a link to the pictures from the 'In Touch' page on the Club
website.

Thursday 5 November
RCOB 35 Year Celebration

All Meeting Via Zoom at 6:00 pm
Unless otherwise indicated

I am looking forward to our ‘Celebration of 2019/20' on
Thursday; we have Alma, Shia and Steve joining us, as well as
our recent new Hon members, Chris Martin and Tony Phillips. It
will be great to see them all again and have a bit of fun looking
back at the previous year. I hope you can all make it!

Yours in Rotary
Adrian
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Club News
District Events
Please note the following events (further notification will
be coming by email):
·

· Chats with DG

Every second Tuesday at 10.30 am from 18 August, and
for those not available during the day, Sunday
Sundowners at 5.00 pm every second Sunday from 23
August.

The sessions are informal chats about anything and
everything Rotary – BYO topics or take up those brought
by others. No need to RSVP just turn up.
Keep an eye out for the emails with the links.

Kerrie's Food Collection for
International Students

How worthwhile is National Youth Science
Forum (NYSF)?
The National Youth Science Forum is an annual event that
offers an intense and unique experience for Year 11
students intending to pursue a career in science. Our club
has supported candidates every year for the quite a few
years now. Unfortunately, Covid-19 has forced the
cancellation of the event in January 2021.
But if anyone would like to question the value of such a
forum, I suggest you tune in to the Science Show
presented by Robyn Williams on Radio National. For two
weeks running he has introduced outstanding speakers,
Max La Gaulle talking about Fusion Power and Amy
McLennan talking about Artificial Intelligence, as being
“graduates” of the National Youth Science Forum. If the
forum encourages young scientists such as these to excel
then its value is self-evident.

This is the supermarket item for the next two weeks

Malcolm Sawle

Paste or rice

First woman confirmed as Rotary presidentnominee
Jennifer Jones, member of the Rotary Club of WindsorRoseland, Ontario, Canada, will become Rotary
International’s president for 2022-23, a groundbreaking
selection that will make her the first woman to hold that
office in the service organization’s 115-year existence.
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Club News
Members Musings

What would you say to your 16-year old self now?

A new feature appearing on a regular basis in 'In
Gear’. Our intrepid correspondent, Alison, will
randomly approach members with a range of
questions to elicit some known (and unknown) snippets
about our Members, selecting the best responses for
publication (with your permission). The photo will be
snipped from our extensive photo archive. Possibly one
you never knew we had!

Life is a bumpy road!
Did you have a pet as a child or, maybe, you rode
horses?
Yes, we had a fox terrier called Tippy. She was a stray
and we called her Tim. Then, we discovered she was a
girl - whoops!
Have you ever ridden a tandem? How about
motorcycle/scooter? Would you if given the chance?

My second boyfriend had a motor bike. I met him as a 17year old in Dee, where we were holidaying. He rode from
Sydney to Melbourne to catch up and we went to Seymour
for the day. Not the most comfortable ride after a few
hours, when you are not used to it.
Do you have any brothers or sisters? If so, do you
have a favourite sibling?
I am the eldest and have two sisters and a brother. Being
raised in the country, I left home at an early age. They are
spread far and wide and I do not know them well enough
to have a favourite.
You clearly love wine - what has been your favourite
wine tour?
A Study tour in 2004 to Spain. This was with wine makers
and grape growers to look at the microclimates that were
similar to those in Australia, for growing Spanish grape
varieties, Tempranillo and white wine Albarino.
What makes you cry?
When I get angry, and sad movies with animals.
What has kept you sane during lockdown?
Who was your first boyfriend and where did you meet
him?

My orchids and generally my gardens. Am also learning to
play Bridge.

Form 4 at High School. He was the Chemistry teacher's
son, so masses in common!
What did you want to be when you grew up and why?
Pilot or an air traffic controller. Loved anything to do with
space.
Do you like your first name or would you have
preferred to be called something else?
Love my first name. However, when I was young it was
also a boy's name but spelled Kerry.
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Club News

A few photos to give a flavour of the night with Members, Partners and Speakers. Images are taken from a
video of proceedings which is a bit hit and miss so apologies if they are less than flattering.
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Other Clubs’ Events
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Other Clubs’ Events
To find out more about plans for tcelebrating 100 years of Rotary in Australia and New Zealand go to:
https://www.9810rotary.org.au/page/r100-celebrations
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This Week’s Speaker
Speaker Liz Scott
An industry in Chaos
Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you briefly tonight, I
know that your focus at present is on Mental Health and that
the purpose of us all wearing our hats tonight is to remind us to
Lift the Lid and bring the discussion around mental health to the
forefront.
The last couple of years in Financial Advice has been chaotic to
say the least, financial advisers have had to manage their way
through a seemingly endless raft of new legislation, the removal
of the choice about the way that clients are able to pay for
advice, endless reports, the Royal Commission into Banking
and Financial Services, the list goes on…. This has turned the
way that the majority of financial planning organisations
traditionally operated upside down.
In turn this has had a large impact on the older, more
experienced financial advisers in our industry. Like all mental
health issues, it has been difficult to get specific numbers
regarding the number of financial advisers who have taken their
own lives in the last couple of years, nobody wants to talk about
this issue, however I understand that the suicide rate amongst
older advisers is quite high compared to the average across the
population.

compliance requirements, manage their shrinking revenue
bases, keep up with the increasing requirement for continuing
professional development which requires an additional 40 hours
of learning each year, engage with new clients, conduct their
day to day affairs, and don’t forget, we are all real people with
families as well. No wonder so many advisers are doing it
tough mentally, the emotional toll is huge. Many more of our
cohort will simply give up, find it too hard, the loss is not just to
the advice community, the loss is to the end consumer of
advice, people just like you.
The formal qualifications are important in our journey to
professionalism and in providing confidence in the financial
planning advice community and I am fully supportive of this
requirement. That said, it is important to acknowledge that the
impost of post graduate level study will mean that the industry
will continue to lose experienced advisers at a rapidly
accelerating rate.

The rate of loss of financial advisers has been accelerating
since December 2018 when we had over 28,000 registered
financial advisers, now, to the first of October we have
approximately 21,000 registered financial advisers, sadly ASIC
have allowed this number to be inflated by requiring people who
sell timeshare to be registered as advisers, according to an
article today in the Self Managed Super Magazine, there are
6,000 registered advisers that are not currently practicing, they
include the timeshare sales people and foreign exchange
The reasons behind this are many even before the advice
traders, etc whom are not financial advisers. Nonetheless, this
industry had to cope with the impact from Covid.
inflated number represents a loss to date of 24% of financial
Covid issues aside our advice cohort is now dealing with higher advisers. Adviser Ratings lastest report suggests that a further
operating costs due to ASIC’s Industry Funding model,
5,000 advisers will leave the industry between now and
increased regulatory costs, the constantly increasing cost of
December next year when the FASEA exam must be
Professional Indemnity Insurance and the lack of willing
successfully completed in order to continue providing financial
providers in the market, the need for increased staffing
advice. The loss of a further 5,000 advisers by next Christmas
numbers to keep up with all of the compliance requirements
means a total reduction in adviser numbers of nearly 12,000
from many competing industry bodies to which we are all
which represents an overall reduction of nearly 43%.
required to report, comply with their different rules and laws,
pay money to belong to all these different schemes, etc – all of The thing you need to remember here is that these numbers
which adds little to no value to the end consumer and forces the are even before the new education requirements come into
effect by 1st Janaury 2026. There will be many more advisers
cost of obtaining advice up.
who will just not cope with the study, or who are too close to
Then there is the increasing education requirements. Many
retirement to wade through post graduate level study. The
existing advisers do not have the required formal education to advice community will lose many more advisers by the end of
meet the new rules. For the vast majority of our existing advice
2025.
community this means returning to formal Post-Graduate level
At the end of June, Adviser Ratings reported that there were
study after being away from school, in some cases, for more
900 students enrolled in tertiary financial planning courses, they
than 40 years.
expect that 44% (nearly 400) of those students currently
I could see the writing on the wall a number of years ago and
enrolled will not complete their study. They report that of these
commenced my post graduate study 5 years ago, I still have my students only 28% (around 250) of them will actually work in the
FASEA exam to go but I will do this later in the year. Having
industry. There are many cited deterrents, the requirement to
completed this course of study, I can tell you that many of our complete a professional year, negative public perception, no
older advice community will not make it through, the study is
clear employment pathway, low salary expectations, limited job
hard, the course content is difficult and has been written by
opportunities, long apprenticeship timeframes before being able
academics, not advice professionals, making the content hard
to be licenced to give advice are the top 6 reasons given.
to contend with when coming from 20 or 30 years experience.
At the end of June, there were 16 registered provisional
All this is expected, while advisers are still trying to see all their advisers. These are young people, newly qualified people,
clients, continue to provide quality advice solutions, run their
people our industry definitely need to help rebuild. At the same
businesses, employ their staff, meet their continually increasing time though, these are really inexperienced advisers, after
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This Week’s Speaker
nearly 30 years doing what I do, I can tell you that our baby
advisers need much more than just their shiny new degrees
and one professional year to be able to manage peoples life
savings responsibly and effectively and with the required skill.
Also, you should notice that these are really small numbers,
really small, especially compared to the number of qualified and
experienced people our industry is losing every week – 110
experienced advisers left this week alone.
Behind the scenes of the number of advisers leaving is the
growing problem of clients having their accounts ‘orphaned’,
this is where their investments remain in place but their
accounts are no longer aligned to an adviser, many have
investments they can’t manage and don’t really understand, or
at least not to the exent that they need to in order to manage
their own complex financial situations.
Financial planning is dynamic field, the laws are particularly
complex, the rules around superannuation and investment are
continually changing, government after government cannot, and
will not, leave this gigantic, accumulated pool of wealth alone,
the pace of legislative change in this area will not slow, staying
abreast of all of these changes is beyond the scope of most
people needing to manage their total accumulated retirement
wealth. Their very final paycheck, their supeannuation and
other accumulated money that now needs to last them through
nearly as many years in retirement as they spent in their entire
working life.
Most people now need to plan for retirement income that will
last them through nearly 30 years of retirement, we may not all
make it to 90+ years of age, but increasingly more and more of
us are living that long. Managing your accumulated wealth over
that long journey requires skill and dedication, it requires
expertise and experience, it requires an experienced driver in
the hot seat to make sure that the money lasts the distance, to
make sure that people are able to enjoy their retirement with
confidence and peace of mind.

What does this mean to you and to the many other Australians
in need of quality financial advice, this means that it will be
increasingly difficult for you to find an adviser to work with and
the cost of seeking advice will continue to rise, unfortunately it
means that many people will not have access to the advice they
so desperately need.
I have spent the majority of my career providing advice to
working people for whom superannuation wasn’t always a
thing, people who have worked hard all of their lives to pay off
their homes and accumulate some retirement savings of their
own, people who are often partially reliant on Centrelink Age
Pension to make it through their retirement years. This is a
very vulnerable cohort who need financial advice and they are
the very people who may not have sufficient access.
Many of our most vulnerable Australians will be priced out of
seeking professional financial advice, even for those who can
afford it, there may not be enough qualified and experienced
professionals to go around.
All this comes at a time when the biggest wave of pre-retirees,
and retirees - our baby boomers - all start their retirement
journey.
Thank you for spending your time with me tonight. I’m happy to
stay for a bit and answer any questions that you might have.
My Contact Details:

Elizabeth Scott, Precise Advice Financial Services Pty Ltd, 27
Keysborough Close, Keysborough, 3173. Phone: (03) 9798
9900 Email: liz@preciseadvice.com.au.
AFSL: 229986
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Club Structure
RCOB Board
President Adrian Culshaw
Secretary Trish Smyth
Treasurer James Glenwright
Club Service & PE Lynda Doutch
Past President
David Hone
Fund Raising
Liz Tanzimat
Community
Richard Jones
International
Mark Perelaer
Youth
Vivienne Zoppolato
Indigenous
Chris Mara

Community- Chair
Jan Cooper
Mary Cunnington
Roy Downes
Mary Sealy
(Sustainability)
Chris D'Arcy
Chris Mara
Kerrie Geard

Richard Jones
Max Darby
Jude Kavanagh
Julie Reith
Malcolm Sawle
Jan Cooper
John Turner
Ken Mirams

International - Chair Mark Perelaer
John Manks
Geoff Stockdale
Fred Hofmann
John Sime
Clem Quick
Simon Kavanagh
Richard Potter
Ross Phillips

Youth – Chair Vivienne Zoppolato
Bridget Hage
Simon Kavanagh
Tony McKenna
David Rushworth
Antony Nixon
Lois Lindsay
Jeanette Limbach Denise Grocke
Indigenous - Chair David Hone
Chris Mara
Jeanette Limbach
Alison Letts
Robert McArthur
Marketing & Membership
Kieron Letts
Greg Every
Megan Glenwright
Club Service Lynda Doutch
Almoner
Fred Hofmann
Archivist
Malcolm Sawle
Attendance, Dining & Duties roster
Lynda Doutch
Financial Reviewer Tony Phillips
Club Photographers Max Darby,
Club Protection Officer
Ken Mirams
Newsletter, Web site, Facebook
David Lea , Alison Letts
Fellowship & Centenary
Kerrie Geard
Foundation John Turner, John Beaty
On to Conference David Hone
Speaker Program Robert McArthur
Secretary Assist
Roy Seager

District Officers
Assistant Governor for Monash A Cluster
Chris D'Arcy
Assistant Governor for Kingston A Cluster
Heather Chisholm
District Compliance Officer Ken Mirams
District Community Chair Trish Smyth
District Indigenous Support Committee
David Hone
Club Fundraising Liz Tanzimat

Bayside Charity Golf Day
Peter Flude James Glenwright
Jim O’Brien Richard Jones
Farmers Market
John Turner
Chris Mara
Geoff Stringer
Vivienne Zoppolato
Heather Chisholm
James Glenwright

Peter Flude
Charmaine Jansz
Ken Mirams
Bridget Hage
Julie Reith

Cows decorated
with bells and flowers rest and drink
some water before
the annual ceremonial Almabtrieb
("cattle drive"), in
Tyrol's Karwendel
Alpine Park near
Pertisau, Austria.
Farmers herd the
cattle down from
alpine summer
pastures to
Achensee valley
barns for the winter
Joe Klamar / AFP /
Getty
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